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Which is our question?

◮ Who is in there?

◮ What they can do?

◮ What are they doing?

◮ Are they really doing it?
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General workflow

1. Sample collection

2. DNA extraction

3. PCR amplification of our target

4. Adaptor ligation

5. Sequencing

6. Data analysis



DNA extraction



Different methods

◮ Organic solvents

◮ Spin columns

◮ SPRI beads

◮ Many other (CTAB, ...)
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Technical considerations

◮ DNA extraction introduces a
bias in the final dataset

◮ A recent investigation on
322 studies shows they used
72 different methods. 14 did
not report such info!
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QC - Nanodrop

◮ DNA concentration ng/ul

◮ Ratio 260/230

◮ Ratio 260/280



QC - Qubit



QC - Gel Electrophoresis
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PCR



Thermocycler



Technical considerations
◮ Target gene

◮ Who is our target? Bacteria, fungi, insects, fish, specific genus
◮ Is the resolution optimal for our question?
◮ Are PCR primers available or we have to design them?
◮ Is the taxonomy database available or we have to build a

custom one?
◮ PCR bias

◮ Use a Hi-Fi polymerase
◮ Use optimal annealing temperature
◮ Do not exaggerate with PCR cycles
◮ Run multiple PCRs on the same sample



Technical considerations



Metabarcoding workflow





Control samples

◮ Negative control 1. Run molecular biology grade water
throughout the pipeline. Pool it with the other samples even
if you do not see amplification.

◮ Negative control 2. This is the negative control from your
first PCR. If you see a band, discard the entire batch of
samples and start again. If no band is observed, sequence
anyway.

◮ Mock community. Pre-built or custom.
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Index hopping



Equimolar pooling

Goal: guarantee that all samples are sequenced at the same depth

1. Qubit

2. Calculate nM

3. Pool according to sample concentration



Final quality control

◮ Bioanalyzer / Tapestation

◮ qPCR

◮ Qubit



Illumina sequencing technology



Illumina sequencing platforms



Flow cell
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Technical considerations



Sequencing run







Primary data analysis

◮ Primary analysis
◮ From image to base calling
◮ Cluster detection (4th cycle)
◮ Cluster intensity correction
◮ Base calling
◮ Clusters are filtered (CPF, 25th cycle)
◮ Q scores are assigned to each base

◮ CASAVA
◮ Demultiplex
◮ Create fastq files
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Secondary data processing



Workflow

◮ De-multiplexing

◮ Reads pre-processing

◮ Dereplication

◮ Clustering of variants

◮ Filtering of artefacts

◮ Alignment to references

◮ Taxonomy annotation

◮ Downstream analysis



First choice!

◮ OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Unit)

◮ AVSs (Amplicon Sequence Variant)



Remember: bias is everywhere!



Which is our goal?



What do we have?



*.fastq files



Demultiplexing



Merge PE reads



Remove suspicious reads



Trimming same length



Dereplication
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Cluster variants



Cluster variants



Filtering artefacts

◮ PCR errors
◮ Most Taq polymerases introduce point mutations (error) at a

rate of 1 every 1000 bases
◮ Solution: use Hi-Fi polymerases with lower error rates ($$$)

◮ Chimeras
◮ Chimeras are sequences formed by two or more biological

sequences joined together
◮ Solution: reduce number of PCR cycles and increase

annealing temperature
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Filtering artefacts



Phylogenetic tree!



OTU table!



Align to reference



Assign taxonomy



Taxonomy!



Data analysis



What we will use?



What do we need to start?



otu table()



sample data()



tax table()



phy tree()



Terminology

◮ Quantitative versus qualitative metrics
◮ qualitative metrics only account for whether an organism is

present or absent
◮ quantitative metrics account for abundance

◮ Phylogenetic versus non-phylogenetic metrics
◮ non-phylogenetic metrics treat all OTUs as being equally

related
◮ phylogenetic metrics incorporate evolutionary relationships

between the OTUs
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Does community structure vary between treatments?

◮ Multivariate statistics
◮ Dissimilarity matrices

(Bray-Curtis, Jaccard,
(w)unifrac)

◮ Ordination plots (PCA,
PCoa, NMDS, ...)

◮ Statistical tests
(PERMANOVA,
ANOSIM, ...)
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Does the community diversity vary between treatments?

◮ Richness refers to how many different types of organisms are
present in a sample

◮ Evenness tells us how even or uneven the distribution of
species abundances are in a given environment

◮ Diversity is a measurement of species richness combined with
evenness
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Lots of metrics!

◮ Observed OTUs: we simply count the OTUs that are
observed in a given sample

◮ Shannon indexassumes all species are represented in a
sample and that they are randomly sampled

◮ Simpson index is a dominance index because it gives more
weight to common or dominant species.

◮ Chao1 index gives more weight to the low abundance species,
only the singletons and doubletons are used to estimate the
number of missing species

◮ PD is computed simply as the sum of the branch length in a
phylogenetic tree that is ”covered” or represented in a given
sample.



Does the community diversity vary between treatments?



Who differs between treatments?



More tools



Metagenomics
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Metatranscriptomics



Transcriptomics



Metatranscriptomics



Questions?


